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JEVOLVE PRESENTS 
DAMANHUR MYSTERY SCHOOL WORKSHOPS, 2017~2018, Pittsburgh, PA. 

October 26-27th 2017 ~ Ancient Civilizations and Pre-
Atlantean History	

The existence of human beings in this universe dates back much further than we have been led to 
believe. The origin of the different evolutionary strands of human seeds on Earth is a result of a 
succession of ancient alien and extraterrestrial colonies, and their cultural and territorial 
influences. 

In this workshop, we will focus on such classic themes as Atlantis, galactic civilizations, alien 
species, and stellar empires with which and with whom we have crossed paths and destinies.

October 28th-29th 2017 ~ Astral Travel 
If you’ve ever wondered whether it’s possible for your consciousness to leave your physical body 
and travel to other dimensions of reality this is the course you’ve been waiting for. 

In this special Damanhur Mystery School Workshop, you will reawaken this hidden ability and 
travel to the “astral plane” (the realm experienced in dream state) while completely relaxed yet 
fully alert, expand your knowledge of reality and perceived boundaries, and freely explore your 
consciousness, which exists outside of the body, in higher dimensions. 

February 1st - 2nd 2018 ~ Spiritual Physics
Spiritual Physics provides a framework to uncover the mysteries of our universe and how we are 
connected as well as understand practical cosmology and answer our biggest questions such as 
“Who are we?” “Where do we come from” “Why are we here?” And “Where are we going?” 

This workshop will explore The Structure of Reality & The Universe, The Nature of Time, The Time 
Empires and The Planes of Reality; Alchemy, Selfica, Magic Technology and much more. 

February 3rd - 4th 2018 ~ Inner Harmonization 
The origins of Inner Harmonization date back to the time of Atlantis, where it was used to give 
meaning to actions, emotions and perceptions, and to manifest desires with certainty. This 
practice activates your physical and subtle components, stabilizes their existence in the world of 
Form, and strengthens your power to create through words and thoughts. For those that seek to 
reawaken the divine spark, it is a path toward enlightenment.  

This workshop comprises a series of physical and subtle exercises to progressively increase your 
range of perception, develop your sensorial sensibility and give new energy and new “existence” 
to the processes that are happening inside and outside you, increasing their ability to interact on 
the ethereal and corporeal planes.  
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March 8th-9th 2018 ~ Dream Path 
Dreaming is a fundamental element of life and is vital for spiritual growth and self-awareness. By 
training our sense of dream, we can use our dreams deliberately, both asleep and awake, for our 
personal evolution and growth. 

This workshop shows you how to interpret your dreams and, with practice, consciously act in other 
realms. You will learn Damanhur’s original technique to open psychic patterns that support the 
passage to different levels of dreaming, along with exercises that strengthen lucid dreaming 
activity and aid in deciphering the events and sensations experienced.   

March 10th-11th 2018 ~ Communication with the Plant World 
Each breath you take is evidence of the interdependence between you and the world around 
you.  And yet, how aware are you of this connection to the world of nature? For the past 40 years, 
Damanhur has conducted extensive research of the plant world and the ability of plants to 
communicate. Through their experiments, they have learned that plants have feelings, memory 
and can communicate.  And now they have created a device that allows you to listen to the “music 
of the plants.” Imagine a concert performed by your favorite houseplants! 

In this workshop, you will learn various techniques and exercises for in-depth connection with 
trees through and beyond your five senses.  

May 3rd-4th 2018 ~ Divination 
Reality speaks to us in many ways. Cards and other tools of Divination contain symbols that 
create a resonance which allows us to read the messages inherent within them.  The cards serve 
as a bridge to translate thoughts into concepts to be used for growth and knowledge.  

The techniques taught in this workshop will enable you to develop your intuitive skills, enhance 
your sensitivity, reach higher levels of consciousness, find answers to all your questions, and act 
with calm decisiveness in any situation. Theory and practice will weave together to make this 
course a fun but deeply insightful experience of the magic that’s possible to access in daily life, by 
anyone. 

May 5-6th 2018 ~ Past Lives Research II 
The "story of our soul" across the vast continuum of time and space carries with it valuable 
information that can assist us in our present lives. What we learn about our "former selves" can 
infuse our current experiences with deeper meaning, purpose, contentment and joy. 

In this workshop, art, theatre, meditation, play, journeying and other practices are explored to help 
you reawaken and re-embody the "character" you once were. In doing so, you will learn how to 
apply this to the present to better understand your personality traits, reconnect with past 
competencies and overcome limitations.  

PRICES:   All workshops $280 (Early Bird $250) except Past Lives Research which is $325. (Early Bird 
$300).  Early bird discounts end 30 days prior to Workshop date. 

Take one or more at your convenience, or SAVE $500 & take them all in one 14-day intensive for $1800 




